DUAL MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MASTER OF SCIENCE IN THE FIELD OF GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS

The School of Business offers a dual master of business administration (MBA) and master of science in government contracts (MSGC) degree program. Students must fulfill all requirements for both degrees. 24 credits are shared between the programs: 6 credits of equivalent courses are double counted; 9 credits in course requirements for the MBA count toward the MSGC elective requirement; and 9 credits in course requirements for the MSGC count toward the MBA elective requirement. Students may pursue the dual degree in any MBA program. Part-time students take courses for both programs simultaneously. Full-time students take courses for the Global MBA in their first year and then complete remaining degree requirements simultaneously. In both cases the degrees may be conferred sequentially.

Visit the program website (https://business.gwu.edu/academics/programs/mba/joint-dual-degree-mba) for additional information.